My Multiple Choice Test Maker
Windows PC Program
Also Available for Mac OS X
Baggetta_Ware @2011 Version 4.6
If you are a teacher you will want to have My Multiple Choice Test Maker at your fingertips.
Wouldn’t you like to be able to type up a multiple choice test and then be able to take that
test and change the order of the sentences and/or the choices, instantly? Wouldn’t you like
to be able to quickly make a different test on the same topic for each of your classes without
having to retype everything again? Wouldn’t it be nice to change a multiple choice test into a
fill-in short answer test. Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to outwit those less than honest
students by giving each a test different than they learned about in a previous class? Well,
with My Multiple Choice Test Maker you can do these tasks very easily, and each test or
worksheet that you produce will have its own answer key – and you can set up the key to
match the word choices or use letter choices.
My Multiple Choice Test Maker has the ability to create multiple choice tests built from a list
of questions and answers you prepare for your specific class and topic. The file of questions
is saved to your computer and then used by the program at your command. These lists are
easy to prepare, but we even offer our library of dozens of quiz bases free of charge to
anyone who purchases this program.
Before using the Multiple Choice Test Generator you will want to use the on-board question
editor to create a list of questions and answers. Once you have this list of material you can
use the My Multiple Choice Test Maker to create many variations on the list. So let’s take a
look at the Editor first, to see how it works.
With this new version of My Multiple Choice Test Maker there is no need to use a
cumbersome installation program to use the program. Just unpack the files in the download
using WinZip for the Windows* and Linux versions. The Mac OS X version comes in an
image disk file .dmg. Once you have the files unpacked, just double click the main program
file and you are up and
running.
To get to the editor, click the
Extras and from the small
dropdown menu click Open
Question Editor. You should
see the editor appear on
screen and it looks like the
image here.
*Windows version will be
accompanied by a resource folder.
Make sure that the folder is placed
in the same folder as the main
program.

At the top of the screen is the control panel which will allow you to start a NEW FILE, OPEN
FILE, SAVE FILE, ABORT FILE, and QUIT.
You can see that there are boxes to type your question and four possible answers – the first
answer will always be the
correct answer. This is
important otherwise you will not
get correct results in the answer
keys.
At the bottom left there is a
scroll bar which you will use to
move back and forth through the
questions as you create them,
and at the bottom right is a box
where you should enter the title
for your test. Keep this
reasonably short. Here’s what
the editor looks like when you
have completed work on a
question or series of questions
and answers.
When you have complete all of the questions and answers you want in this file, be sure to
SAVE your file with a unique name that you will recognize and in a location on your hard
drive or network you will have access to. Make sure that you append the file name with .mct
– the required ending. Also assure you have typed only the number of questions and
answers you want to use in
the test variations and don’t
skip a question leaving one
blank in the editor.
Use QUIT to close the
Multiple Choice Test Editor
when you are through
creating lists of questions
and answers. The program
then returns to My Multiple
Choice Test Maker.
Before you can use My
Multiple Choice Test Maker,
you must open the file you
just created, or some other
that you have stored away. You can easily do this by clicking the Files menu at the top of the

screen and from the dropdown list select Open Multiple Choice Database. Do not try to open
files other than those with an .mct extender. They will not work.
If you have a correct file, the menu will close and a message will
appear on screen indicating that your file is now ready to use.
From this menu you can also Save your test as a text file, Open a
Saved test, and Close the program.

At the top of the screen you will notice a control panel with some
large buttons and some option dots.

The control panel has four separate additional panels and each will determine how your
variation of the questions and answers will be set up. In each separate panel you have the
choice of having your answer key displayed as Word Answers or Letter Answers. Each
question will automatically be labeled as A., B. C., and D., followed by respective answer
choices. If you click the Word Answer dot (the default for each of the panels at the start),
your answer keys will be displayed as a list of words or phrases, each numbered according
to the question it pertains to. If you choose Letter Answer, then the answer key will only
show the correct letter that should have been chosen to answer the question.
To quickly generate a test or worksheet from any of the panels, click the corresponding large
button for that panel. Each time you click you get a different test. Here’s what you will get for
results using each button:
Sequential Questions and Answers will give you a test that uses the exact order you
entered the questions and answers in the file you created. But every time you click the
button the order of the questions will vary. It would be most effective to produce an answer
sheet using Word Answers rather than Letter Answers for this option.
Random Questions and Answers will give you a test that changes the order of each
question in the list and a different order for the answers.
Sequential Questions and Random Answers will give you a test that keeps the original
order of the questions, but changes the order of the answers for each question.
Format Options will allow you to present the answer choices either vertically down the page
(under each question) or horizontally (under each questions).
An answer key for teacher use will appear in the right display window.

This might seem a bit confusing at first, but once you start using the My Multiple Choice Test
Maker, you will easily become
accustomed to its features. A
completed test will look like the
illustration here. Notice that you
can also edit your test and answer
in their respective windows.
If you want to clear the test
windows, there is a button in the
lower right corner of the screen.
Use this before starting a new
generated test, but if you are
satisfied with the test as it is, you
can Print or Save the test from the
menu shown above.

CUSTOM RANDOMIZE: NEW TO VERSION 4.6
With Version 4.6 you can now customize test lengths from the entire database you have
opened. If you have a database of 100 questions and want random tests of, say, 10 or 20
questions, all you have to do is enter the number of questions in the Custom Randomize text
box, located to the far right of the main screen. Select whether you want word answers or
letter answers and then click the Random button. Every time you click the Random button
you will get a new variation on the selected number of questions. Of course, you can change
the number at any time and use the other functions as well.
MAKING A FILL-IN SHORT ANSWER TEST
After you open a database file of questions and answers, such as is illustrated in the image
here, you can opt to change the test to a fill-in or short answer type test – all at the click of a
button.
If you look at the upper right of
the screen you will see the
button that accomplishes this
feat. Simply click the button
and presto, you have a new
quiz. This time it has no
options to choose from.
Students will have to know the
answers. Your teacher answer
key appears in the right

window, as usual.
These windows are scrollable, so you can drag down the bar to the right of each window to
see more information. When this is printed out it will look properly formatted on the page.
USING THE PROGRAM PRINT MENU
Once you have your test created, you will want to print it and perhaps the answer key. You
could copy and paste from the program windows into your favorite word processor to do your
printing. In fact you might want to do this, because My Multiple Choice Test Maker offers
limited formatting capabilities and other features than that of a word processor.
You can also print from the program in several ways.
Click the “Print Options” menu on the program menu bar,
and you will see a list of options similar to the image here.
Left click “Print Test Only” if all you want is a copy of the
questions.
Left click “Print Key Only” if all you require is the answers
to the test.
Left click “Print Test and Answer Key” if you want a copy of the questions with the answer
key following it.
Left click “Print Answer Sheet” if you would like a generic lined sheet on which your kids can
answer the questions.
USING THE PRACTICE PROGRAM
At some time you might like to
have your kids practice the
questions and answers for a
potential test. Also, you might
just like to review the questions
for possible lesson planning.
We’ve built in a simple Practice
Program that will help you do
these tasks.
If you click “Practice Program” on
the main menu bar under Extras,
you will get a screen similar to
the one shown here.

The number of questions will be stated at the top of the screen and the title of the test at the
bottom.
Questions will appear when you click the NEXT button with the four choices offered. To
guess at an answer, simply left click one of the choices. If the choice is correct, it will be
recorded on the “Practice Scoreboard,” and you will be ready to move on to another
question. If the answer is incorrect, it will reflect on the scoreboard, and the correct answer
will be shown.
Since this is simply a practice program, no grade is given and the questions just keep
randomly rotating. Give it a try. You can close the practice session by clicking the close x in
the upper right corner of the screen.
PROGRAM UPDATES and SUPPORT
As with all Baggetta_Ware products we have tried to keep this software simple to use and yet
functional enough to make it useful. We hope to improve the program yet and welcome any
suggestions you might have. You can forward them to us through our web page or directly
via email at the following address: abaggetta@comcast.net.
If you encounter any problems with the program, we will try to help you resolve them as
quickly as possible. Please send us email at the above address detailing the problem. Be
sure to include information about your computer system makeup and any error messages
you might encounter. Baggetta_Ware and affiliates are not responsible for any damage
caused by unforeseen bugs or issues to other software and hardware you may be using. Do
not use this software if you cannot agree to these terms.
You can register your purchase on line at our site www.baggetta.com
A. Baggetta
Baggetta_Ware

My Multiple Choice Test Maker
Mac OS X Program
Baggetta_Ware @2009 Version 4.0
If you are a teacher you will want to have My Multiple Choice Test Maker at your fingertips.
Wouldn’t you like to be able to type up a multiple choice test and then be able to take that
test and change the order of the sentences and/or the choices, instantly? Wouldn’t you like
to be able to quickly make a different test on the same topic for each of your classes without
having to retype everything again? Wouldn’t it be nice to change a multiple choice test into a
fill-in short answer test. Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to outwit those less than honest
students by giving each a test different than they learned about in a previous class? Well,
with My Multiple Choice Test Maker you can do these tasks very easily, and each test or
worksheet that you produce will have its own answer key – and you can set up the key to
match the word choices or use letter choices.
My Multiple Choice Test Maker has the ability to create multiple choice tests built from a list
of questions and answers you prepare for your specific class and topic. The file of questions
is saved to your computer and then used by the program at your command. These lists are
easy to prepare, but we even offer our library of dozens of quiz bases free of charge to
anyone who purchases this program.
Before using the Multiple Choice Test Generator you will want to use the on-board question
editor to create a list of questions and answers. Once you have this list of material you can
use the My Multiple Choice Test Maker to create many variations on the list. So let’s take a
look at the Editor first, to see how it works.
With this new version of My Multiple Choice Test Maker there is no need to use a
cumbersome installation
program to use the program.
Just unpack the files in the
download using WinZip for
the Windows* and Linux
versions. The Mac OS X
version comes in an image
disk file .dmg. Once you
have the files unpacked, just
double click the main program

file and you are up and running.
To get to the editor, click the Extras and from the small dropdown menu click Open Question
Editor. You should see the editor appear on screen and it looks like the image here.
At the top of the screen is the control panel which will allow you to start a NEW FILE, OPEN
FILE, SAVE FILE, ABORT FILE, and QUIT.
You can see that there are boxes to type your question and four possible answers – the first
answer will always be the correct
*Windows version will be
accompanied by a resource folder.
Make sure that the folder is placed
in the same folder as the main
program.

answer. This is important
otherwise you will not get correct
results in the answer keys.
At the bottom left there is a scroll
bar which you will use to move
back and forth through the
questions as you create them,
and at the bottom right is a box
where you should enter the title
for your test. Keep this
reasonably short. Here’s what the editor looks like when you have completed work on a
question or series of questions and answers.
When you have complete
all of the questions and
answers you want in this
file, be sure to SAVE your
file with a unique name that
you will recognize and in a
location on your hard drive
or network you will have
access to. Make sure that
you append the file name
with .mct – the required
ending. Also assure you
have typed only the number
of questions and answers
you want to use in the test
variations and don’t skip a

question leaving one blank in the editor.
Use QUIT to close the Multiple Choice Test Editor when you are through creating lists of
questions and answers. The program then returns to My Multiple Choice Test Maker.

Before you can use My Multiple Choice Test Maker, you must open the file you just created,
or some other that you have stored away. You can easily do this
by clicking the Files menu at the top of the screen and from the
dropdown list select Open Multiple Choice Database. Do not try
to open files other than those with an .mct extender. They will not
work. If you have a correct file, the menu will close and a
message will appear on screen indicating that your file is now
ready to use. From this menu you can also Save your test as a text file, Open a Saved test,
and Close the program.
At the top of the screen you will notice a control panel with some large buttons and some
option dots.

The control panel has four separate additional panels and each will determine how your
variation of the questions and answers will be set up. In each separate panel you have the
choice of having your answer key displayed as Word Answers or Letter Answers. Each
question will automatically be labeled as A., B. C., and D., followed by respective answer
choices. If you click the Word Answer dot (the default for each of the panels at the start),
your answer keys will be displayed as a list of words or phrases, each numbered according
to the question it pertains to. If you choose Letter Answer, then the answer key will only
show the correct letter that should have been chosen to answer the question.
To quickly generate a test or worksheet from any of the panels, click the corresponding large
button for that panel. Each time you click you get a different test. Here’s what you will get for
results using each button:
Sequential Questions and Answers will give you a test that uses the exact order you
entered the questions and answers in the file you created. But every time you click the
button the order of the questions will vary. It would be most effective to produce an answer
sheet using Word Answers rather than Letter Answers for this option.
Random Questions and Answers will give you a test that changes the order of each
question in the list and a different order for the answers.

Sequential Questions and Random Answers will give you a test that keeps the original
order of the questions, but changes the order of the answers for each question.
Format Options will allow you to present the answer choices either vertically down the page
(under each question) or horizontally (under each questions).
An answer key for teacher use will appear in the right display window.
This might seem a bit confusing at first, but once you start using the My Multiple Choice Test
Maker, you will easily become
accustomed to its features. A
completed test will look like the
illustration here. Notice that you
can also edit your test and answer
in their respective windows.
If you want to clear the test
windows, there is a button in the
lower right corner of the screen.
Use this before starting a new
generated test, but if you are
satisfied with the test as it is, you
can Print or Save the test from the
menu shown above.
MAKING A FILL-IN SHORT
ANSWER TEST
After you open a database file of
questions and answers, such as is
illustrated in the image here,
you can opt to change the test
to a fill-in or short answer type
test – all at the click of a button.
If you look at the upper right of
the screen you will see the
button that accomplishes this
feat. Simply click the button
and presto, you have a new
quiz. This time it has no
options to choose from.
Students will have to know the
answers. Your teacher answer
key appears in the right
window, as usual.

These windows are scrollable, so you can drag down the bar to the right of each window to
see more information. When this is printed out it will look properly formatted on the page.
USING THE PROGRAM PRINT MENU
Once you have your test created, you will want to print it and perhaps the answer key. You
could copy and paste from the program windows into your favorite word processor to do your
printing. In fact you might want to do this, because My Multiple Choice Test Maker offers
limited formatting capabilities and other features than that of a word processor.
You can also print from the program in several ways.
Click the “Print Options” menu on the program menu bar,
and you will see a list of options similar to the image here.
Left click “Print Test Only” if all you want is a copy of the
questions.
Left click “Print Key Only” if all you require is the answers
to the test.
Left click “Print Test and Answer Key” if you want a copy of the questions with the answer
key following it.
Left click “Print Answer Sheet” if you would like a generic lined sheet on which your kids can
answer the questions.
USING THE PRACTICE PROGRAM
At some time you might like to
have your kids practice the
questions and answers for a
potential test. Also, you might
just like to review the questions
for possible lesson planning.
We’ve built in a simple Practice
Program that will help you do
these tasks.
If you click “Practice Program” on
the main menu bar under Extras,
you will get a screen similar to
the one shown here.

The number of questions will be stated at the top of the screen and the title of the test at the
bottom.
Questions will appear when you click the NEXT button with the four choices offered. To
guess at an answer, simply left click one of the choices. If the choice is correct, it will be
recorded on the “Practice Scoreboard,” and you will be ready to move on to another
question. If the answer is incorrect, it will reflect on the scoreboard, and the correct answer
will be shown.
Since this is simply a practice program, no grade is given and the questions just keep
randomly rotating. Give it a try. You can close the practice session by clicking the close x in
the upper right corner of the screen.
PROGRAM UPDATES and SUPPORT
As with all Baggetta_Ware products we have tried to keep this software simple to use and yet
functional enough to make it useful. We hope to improve the program yet and welcome any
suggestions you might have. You can forward them to us through our web page or directly
via email at the following address: abaggetta@comcast.net.
If you encounter any problems with the program, we will try to help you resolve them as
quickly as possible. Please send us email at the above address detailing the problem. Be
sure to include information about your computer system makeup and any error messages
you might encounter. Baggetta_Ware and affiliates are not responsible for any damage
caused by unforeseen bugs or issues to other software and hardware you may be using. Do
not use this software if you cannot agree to these terms.
You can register your purchase on line at our site www.baggetta.com

B. Baggetta
Baggetta_Ware

My Multiple Choice Test Maker
Linux Program
Baggetta_Ware @2009 Version 4.0
If you are a teacher you will want to have My Multiple Choice Test Maker at your fingertips.
Wouldn’t you like to be able to type up a multiple choice test and then be able to take that
test and change the order of the sentences and/or the choices, instantly? Wouldn’t you like
to be able to quickly make a different test on the same topic for each of your classes without
having to retype everything again? Wouldn’t it be nice to change a multiple choice test into a
fill-in short answer test. Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to outwit those less than honest
students by giving each a test different than they learned about in a previous class? Well,
with My Multiple Choice Test Maker you can do these tasks very easily, and each test or
worksheet that you produce will have its own answer key – and you can set up the key to
match the word choices or use letter choices.
My Multiple Choice Test Maker has the ability to create multiple choice tests built from a list
of questions and answers you prepare for your specific class and topic. The file of questions
is saved to your computer and then used by the program at your command. These lists are
easy to prepare, but we even offer our library of dozens of quiz bases free of charge to
anyone who purchases this program.
Before using the Multiple Choice Test Generator you will want to use the on-board question
editor to create a list of questions and answers. Once you have this list of material you can
use the My Multiple Choice Test Maker to create many variations on the list. So let’s take a
look at the Editor first, to see how it works.
With this new version of My
Multiple Choice Test Maker
there is no need to use a
cumbersome installation
program to use the program.
Just unpack the files in the
download using WinZip for
the Windows* and Linux
versions. The Mac OS X
version comes in an image
disk file .dmg. Once you
have the files unpacked, just

double click the main program file and you are up and running.
To get to the editor, click the Extras and from the small dropdown menu click Open Question
Editor. You should see the editor appear on screen and it looks like the image here.
At the top of the screen is the control panel which will allow you to start a NEW FILE, OPEN
FILE, SAVE FILE, ABORT FILE, and QUIT.
You can see that there are boxes to type your question and four possible answers – the first
answer will always be the correct
*Windows version will be
accompanied by a resource folder.
Make sure that the folder is placed
in the same folder as the main
program.

answer. This is important
otherwise you will not get correct
results in the answer keys.
At the bottom left there is a scroll
bar which you will use to move
back and forth through the
questions as you create them,
and at the bottom right is a box
where you should enter the title
for your test. Keep this
reasonably short. Here’s what the editor looks like when you have completed work on a
question or series of questions and answers.
When you have complete
all of the questions and
answers you want in this
file, be sure to SAVE your
file with a unique name that
you will recognize and in a
location on your hard drive
or network you will have
access to. Make sure that
you append the file name
with .mct – the required
ending. Also assure you
have typed only the number
of questions and answers
you want to use in the test
variations and don’t skip a

question leaving one blank in the editor.
Use QUIT to close the Multiple Choice Test Editor when you are through creating lists of
questions and answers. The program then returns to My Multiple Choice Test Maker.

Before you can use My Multiple Choice Test Maker, you must open the file you just created,
or some other that you have stored away. You can easily do this
by clicking the Files menu at the top of the screen and from the
dropdown list select Open Multiple Choice Database. Do not try
to open files other than those with an .mct extender. They will not
work. If you have a correct file, the menu will close and a
message will appear on screen indicating that your file is now
ready to use. From this menu you can also Save your test as a text file, Open a Saved test,
and Close the program.
At the top of the screen you will notice a control panel with some large buttons and some
option dots.

The control panel has four separate additional panels and each will determine how your
variation of the questions and answers will be set up. In each separate panel you have the
choice of having your answer key displayed as Word Answers or Letter Answers. Each
question will automatically be labeled as A., B. C., and D., followed by respective answer
choices. If you click the Word Answer dot (the default for each of the panels at the start),
your answer keys will be displayed as a list of words or phrases, each numbered according
to the question it pertains to. If you choose Letter Answer, then the answer key will only
show the correct letter that should have been chosen to answer the question.
To quickly generate a test or worksheet from any of the panels, click the corresponding large
button for that panel. Each time you click you get a different test. Here’s what you will get for
results using each button:
Sequential Questions and Answers will give you a test that uses the exact order you
entered the questions and answers in the file you created. But every time you click the
button the order of the questions will vary. It would be most effective to produce an answer
sheet using Word Answers rather than Letter Answers for this option.
Random Questions and Answers will give you a test that changes the order of each
question in the list and a different order for the answers.

Sequential Questions and Random Answers will give you a test that keeps the original
order of the questions, but changes the order of the answers for each question.
Format Options will allow you to present the answer choices either vertically down the page
(under each question) or horizontally (under each questions).
An answer key for teacher use will appear in the right display window.
This might seem a bit confusing at first, but once you start using the My Multiple Choice Test
Maker, you will easily become
accustomed to its features. A
completed test will look like the
illustration here. Notice that you
can also edit your test and answer
in their respective windows.
If you want to clear the test
windows, there is a button in the
lower right corner of the screen.
Use this before starting a new
generated test, but if you are
satisfied with the test as it is, you
can Print or Save the test from the
menu shown above.
MAKING A FILL-IN SHORT
ANSWER TEST
After you open a database file of
questions and answers, such as is
illustrated in the image here, you
can opt to change the test to a
fill-in or short answer type test
– all at the click of a button.
If you look at the upper right of
the screen you will see the
button that accomplishes this
feat. Simply click the button
and presto, you have a new
quiz. This time it has no
options to choose from.
Students will have to know the
answers. Your teacher answer
key appears in the right
window, as usual.

These windows are scrollable, so you can drag down the bar to the right of each window to
see more information. When this is printed out it will look properly formatted on the page.
USING THE PROGRAM PRINT MENU
Once you have your test created, you will want to print it and perhaps the answer key. You
could copy and paste from the program windows into your favorite word processor to do your
printing. In fact you might want to do this, because My Multiple Choice Test Maker offers
limited formatting capabilities and other features than that of a word processor.
You can also print from the program in several ways.
Click the “Print Options” menu on the program menu bar,
and you will see a list of options similar to the image here.
Left click “Print Test Only” if all you want is a copy of the
questions.
Left click “Print Key Only” if all you require is the answers
to the test.
Left click “Print Test and Answer Key” if you want a copy of the questions with the answer
key following it.
Left click “Print Answer Sheet” if you would like a generic lined sheet on which your kids can
answer the questions.
USING THE PRACTICE PROGRAM
At some time you might like to
have your kids practice the
questions and answers for a
potential test. Also, you might
just like to review the questions
for possible lesson planning.
We’ve built in a simple Practice
Program that will help you do
these tasks.
If you click “Practice Program” on
the main menu bar under Extras,
you will get a screen similar to
the one shown here.

The number of questions will be stated at the top of the screen and the title of the test at the
bottom.
Questions will appear when you click the NEXT button with the four choices offered. To
guess at an answer, simply left click one of the choices. If the choice is correct, it will be
recorded on the “Practice Scoreboard,” and you will be ready to move on to another
question. If the answer is incorrect, it will reflect on the scoreboard, and the correct answer
will be shown.
Since this is simply a practice program, no grade is given and the questions just keep
randomly rotating. Give it a try. You can close the practice session by clicking the close x in
the upper right corner of the screen.
PROGRAM UPDATES and SUPPORT
As with all Baggetta_Ware products we have tried to keep this software simple to use and yet
functional enough to make it useful. We hope to improve the program yet and welcome any
suggestions you might have. You can forward them to us through our web page or directly
via email at the following address: abaggetta@comcast.net.
If you encounter any problems with the program, we will try to help you resolve them as
quickly as possible. Please send us email at the above address detailing the problem. Be
sure to include information about your computer system makeup and any error messages
you might encounter. Baggetta_Ware and affiliates are not responsible for any damage
caused by unforeseen bugs or issues to other software and hardware you may be using. Do
not use this software if you cannot agree to these terms.
You can register your purchase on line at our site www.baggetta.com
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